Oakley Crosshair Polarized

Name:

Oakley Crosshair Polarized

Merchant:

Zappos

Price:

$190.00 * Price maybe updated . ! . Please click image to see it . ! . *

Category:
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Coupon Code:
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Released on:

October 24, 2019, 2:10 am

for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Hitting the target with the Crosshair
Polarized&trade; from Oakley&reg; will be an absolute cinch. Glare-reducing HD Polarized lenses eliminate the haze and optical
distortion common to ordinary polarized lenses. High Definition Optics&reg; (HDO&reg;) for unrivaled visual clarity and protection.
Plutonite&reg; lens material that filters out 100% of UVA, UVB, UVC, and harmful blue light up to 400nm. Meets optical and impact
requirements based on ANSI Z80.3 standards. 8.75 base lens curvature for optimized peripheral vision and side protection against
sun, wind and impact. Iridium&reg; lens coatings offers glare reduction and tuned light transmission. Note: Not available in all colors.
Please see color name for more information. Ultralightweight C-5 alloy frame is super durable. Three-Point Fit that holds lenses in
precise optical alignment for optimum comfort and performance. Patented Unobtainium&reg; earsocks and air filled silicone
nosepads. Oakley metal icon accents on side temples. Made in the U.S.A. Measurements: Temple Length: 130 mm Frame Width:
143 mm Weight: 1.2 oz Lens Height: 45 mm Lens Width: 60 mm Bridge: 18 mm This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s
warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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